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MEATPLOW

Another great song from their second album.
I've seen many people play this song using nothing but power
chords,
but i think it sounds better this way. It gives the song a
heavier touch.
But hey, this is just my way of seeing it....

Standard tuning.
Intro: and verse(s) riff:
    E           Gb

Pre-chorus:
  Cb                           C

    they got these pictures of everything

   F

    to break us down     yeah to break me down

  Cb                           C

    they make us hate and we   make it bleed

Chorus:
D     A               C D      A            F Bb
   But i got a lover and,  yeah, she shows me how

G                     F Bb xxxx C G C D
to understand it, yeah    to  understand

   A                 C D      A             F Bb
   I got a brother and,   well, he shows me how

G                   F Bb xxxx  C G
to make amends, yeah    to make amends with it.

Verse 2:
Use the verse riff and do tremolo picking on this note during
the whole
verse:
        e:------|
        B:--4---|

        G:------|
        D:------|
        A:------|
        E:------|

Pre-chorus:
same as the first

chorus:
same

solo:
maybe a tab later....but it's played over the main riff (X2)

Chorus:
same again

outro:
    G A C   Gb     Fsus2 ?????

                CHORDS
A: 577xxx
D: x577xx
C: x355xx
F: 133xxx
G: 355xxx
D: 5577xx
Bb: x133xx

LYRICS:
Fine place for a day full of breakdowns
takes more than a meltdown to show us how
Throw a tak on the road start the meatplow
Got a bullet but it aint mine

They got these pictures of everything
To break us down, yeah to break us (me) down
They make us hate and we make it bleed

But i got a lover and, yeah, she shows me how
to understand it, yeah, to understand
I got a brother and well he shows me how
to make amends, yeah to make amends with it.

Take a break from the mouse trap we call home
takes more than a message to make me smile
i can fell when she kisses me sleeping
But not when the news is on.

(pre-chorus) }
              } X2
(chorus)     }

        Thats it. It's a simple song to play. All corrections
are very welcome.

Have fun, drink milk
        J.P.

Acordes


